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Abstract - Crowdsourcing offers an invaluable toolkit for
obtaining dynamic trends and insights from social media data
analytics, enabling the capture of the wisdom of the crowds. The
plethora of available platforms requires the appropriate definition
of data schemas and techniques to allow for efficient knowledge
extraction from unstructured social media user generated content
and users’ multilevel interactions. The present work addresses
such challenges by designing an effective and flexible documentbased data model that supports heterogeneous social media data
integrations. This model is then exploited under a crowdsourced
topics observatory that involves interactive visualization modules
and advanced topic modelling methods. The proposed framework
is implemented and demonstrated on a social innovation platform
aiming to promote awareness on plastic waste revaluation and
empower stakeholders of the plastics value chain.
Index Terms - Information systems, Crowdsourcing, RESTful
web services, Computing methodologies, Topic modeling, Social
media analytics, Thematic detection, Heterogeneous data sources,
Dynamics and trends discovery, Wisdom of the crowds,
Visualization.

II. INTRODUCTION

S

ocial media data are constantly produced and shared,
offering the ground for knowledge extraction and crowd’s
trends and opinions detection. Social media analytics has
become a valuable approach to harvest such knowledge from
openly circulated data over multiple popular platforms (such as
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Flickr). The knowledge derived
from the evolving crowd-driven ideas, identified as “the
wisdom of the crowds”, is heavily dependent on multiple data
sources which should be integrated under appropriate and
adaptive data schemas. Data produced in abundance in online
social media sources offer a fertile ground for harvesting most
popular topics expressed openly in the form of opinions and
views of users about key issues.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this
work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee
provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or
commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the
full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish,
to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior
specific permission and/or a fee.
This work is motivated by the need to define appropriate
approaches which will support effective social media data
schemas designs, resulting in social media data topics analytics.
Dealing with multiple data types in social media is a
challenging task since each of the online platforms produces
different data types and formats and has a different scope and
origin. For example, data produced in Twitter include a source
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(tweet text) and a metadata (retweet, time, user-id, geo-location,
etc.) part, data in Facebook include such parts but also a so
called social graph (with users friendship information), data in
Flickr or Instagram focus on mostly multimedia type of User
Generated Content (UGC), etc.
Capturing the actual wisdom of the crowds, ideally demands
social media data integration from multiple platforms, thus
harvesting knowledge over multiple crowdsourced data threads
and types requires novel approaches and solutions. The
exploitation of social media resources leads to the delivery of
innovative and more human-centred services by leveraging the
collective intelligence of the crowd. In this context, social
media data mining as a collective intelligence approach, has
evolved tremendously during the last decade. It involves
extracting latent information and insights from: (i) unstructured
social media user generated content (UGC); and (ii) users’
interaction in social media, such as communities or groups with
similar interests and behaviour.
The availability of these large volume and heterogenous data
streams pose significant challenges to typical data mining
algorithms. Existing relevant approaches mainly focus on
general categorization of social media content [Zubiaga15].
NLP approaches have been utilized for assessing linguistic
features [Duan12] and performing sentiment analysis
[Kanavos14], [Santos14]. Although a lot of work has focused
on the prediction of emerging topics and the identification of
current trends [Xie16], real-time topic and trend detection still
remains an issue. However, in several tasks a more fine-grained
context and location-specific categorization were deemed
necessary [Dong15], [Unankard15]. Identifying experts on a
certain field using crowdsourcing can further improve the
efficiency of these tasks and has also been addressed
extensively [Ghosh12], [Brem15], [Bozzon13]. Users classified
as experts are expected to provide cleaner data input and thus
allow the crowdsourcing analytics process to produce more
solid results [Rjab16]. While using crowdsourcing for datamining is quite popular, the quality control of its outcome still
has some drawbacks [Xintong14].
A fine-tuned combination of the sources above under a new
framework, that can provide an improved semantics-aware
crowdsourced observatory for specific thematic related terms
and qualitative identification of current trends and topics, is
utilized in the present work. This approach places emphasis on
identifying the proper data schemas which will sustain the
components required for offering a complete crowdsourced
topics observatory. The data schemas proposed support an
effective topic observatory design and implementation with a
set of inter-linked components. These components complement
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a framework which can be easily accessed and which is humanfriendly in terms of interpreting the derived knowledge.
The proposed crowdsourced topics observatory highlights
patterns relevant with a given thematic and it is adaptive and
customizable depending on a given set of terms and hashtags.
Emphasis is also placed on appropriate visualization of social
media driven ‘wisdom of the crowds’ with highlighting topics
perception as it is expressed in social media interactions and
content threads. Advanced data visualizations are proposed in
this observatory (such as word clouds, geolocations maps, etc.)
to allow users to gain an evidence of the social data topics
correlations providing zoom in and filtering capabilities, topiclevel details, etc. This topic observatory allows users to easily
comprehend thematic relationships and topics interdependencies.
Particular technology mature solutions, in Machine Learning
(ML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) areas, are
exploited and advanced to deliver the required components that
support the proposed crowdsourced topics observatory. The
developed framework aims at offering a global and open
interoperable environment among multiple stakeholders since it
provides access both to topics summaries and to an open API,
enabling various users’ interactions. At the same time, it is
easily customizable per thematic case and it follows a robust
social media content processing pipeline to enable spotting of
simple and sophisticated thematic correlations, trends and
phenomena. By identifying qualitative content (in terms of
readability and interestingness) and further classify it in a set of
context-specific thematic categories, the topics correlations are
evident and well aligned with their intensity and dynamics in
the underlying collected crowdsourced dataset.
Τhe remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 discusses the related work with emphasis on social media data
driven topics and thematic detection and analysis. Section 3
summarizes the proposed social data schemas and objects
design, while Section 4 discusses the proposed components and
their data schemas functionality. Section 5 demonstrates the
results of the proposed topics observatory testing with emphasis
on a thematic related with social innovation. Finally, Section 6
includes the conclusions of the article and future potentials.
III. RELATED WORK
The challenges posed by the massive data sizes and lowquality content (e.g. poorly formatted, short textual entities,
etc.) in social media platforms require advanced data modelling
and analysis approaches. Existing relevant approaches focus on
content classification (such as Twitter data threads) into
categories such as substance, status style, social [Rampage10].
NLP approaches have been developed for assessing the
expressed sentiment which may be more engaging for readers
and can indicate their engagement capacity [Hoang13].
Moreover, the differences in privacy perceptions between users
of different OSNs were studied and both Facebook and
MySpace OSNs are concerned about privacy, yet this does not
prevent them from sharing information online [Zhang15]. It is
believed that often the perceived benefits of users outweigh the
IEEE Intelligent Informatics Bulletin

risk of personal privacy [Li14], [Debatin09]. Since users expose
their views in open social platforms and in free forms, a more
fine-grained and possible context-specific topics and thematic
categorization is required. Such an approach requires the
utilization of external domain specific knowledge provided by
online sources (such as DBpedia and Wikipedia) or ontologies.
For example, in [Gattani13] a Wikipedia-based global “realtime” knowledge base is utilized to automatically classify
streaming data from Twitter. In addition, there are quite a few
efforts for defining ontologies about products / brands that are
used by such Linked Open Data efforts, such as The Product
Types Ontology, the GoodRelations ontology, schema.org, and
even the DBpedia and Freebase ontologies / folksonomies. The
Product Types Ontology provides high-precision identifiers
(ca. 300,000) for product or service types based on Wikipedia,
extending the schema.org and GoodRelations standards for ecommerce mark-up. Therefore, social media topics related
either to the company, the products and/or product types can be
linked to these open classification standards to provide an
improved semantics-aware repository for a thematic set of
related terms.
Topic modelling techniques applied on social media content
have also been researched in crowdsourcing applications. A
two-stage hierarchical topic modelling system to address the
clustering of noisy and sparse content from tweets [Wang2017],
while topic modelling on Instagram hashtags was utilized to
predict the subject of related images and improve image
annotation [Argyrou2018].
The proposed work leverages on a terms-based
crowdsourcing framework by building on advanced data
modelling and mining approaches, to establish a robust social
media content processing pipeline that will be able to identify
qualitative content, and further classify topics in a set of
context-specific categories. Analysis of the metadata and
information around the collected UGC via topic modelling
approaches are accompanied by ontology-based classification
approaches to extract context along with features that will
enable categorization in appropriate, predefined classes (such
as crowdsourced ideas, thematic taxonomies, etc.). The
proposed methodology for automatically collecting and
identifying content relevant to specific topic areas acquires
coarse-grained streams of content (such as posts and annotated
multimedia and text content, as well as user reactions to them)
via appropriate data collection mechanisms. Then, the
identification and characterization of qualitative relevant
information and the fine-tuning of the data collection
parameters is followed exploiting and advancing the state of the
art in the areas of qualitative crowdsourcing and on dynamic
topic categorization. The proposed approach establishes a
closed loop between a topics observatory taxonomy and a
dynamic topic categorization model of social media content
along with semantics annotations from existing available open
data.
IV. SOCIAL DATA SCHEMAS AND OBJECTS DESIGN
The volume and velocity of data produced in Social
October 2020 Vol.20 No.1
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Networks increase at a very high pace and appropriate data
objects and data models design are required. Due to the
unstructured nature of social media posts, NoSQL database
schemas are typically proposed. This work builds on a data
schema which favors a document-based NoSQL database, since
such technologies use an effective data model. The proposed
data model considers that each record and its associated data
forms an entity called “document”. This document entity
encapsulates all information related with the database object
and it thus offers a generic model for multiple social media data
integrations.
Data encoding should also follow an appropriate approach to
match with this generic data model. Already some of the
popular social media platforms have opened information about
their preferred data models. For example, the Twitter API offers
tweet data encoded by using Object Notation based on a
particular technology (JavaScript – JSON, n.d.). JSON is based
on key-value pairs, with named attributes and associated values.
These attributes, and their state are used to describe objects.
Such data object encodings match well with the NoSQL
databases which perform very well in the handling of JSON
encoded objects. The proposed social media knowledge
observatory enables streaming data collection from Twitter and
other social media and thus, the data schema proposed
temporarily stores streaming data posts in accordance to such
official Twitter schemas (e.g. as with Fig. 1 visualizing a
Twitter object).

emphasis on those which embed information that could lead to
topics detection. As depicted in Figure 2, social media data
streams received by popular social media platforms are utilized
by harvesting selected few and important attributes (such as
geolocation information - Geo, Tweet timestamp, ids, hashtags
etc.). These attributes are then used to support a filtering process
which enables connections with specific and focused topic
related components in the proposed observatory. The proposed
observatory captures multiple users and content attributes to
result in adaptive and effective data schemas which can support
all of the proposed components.

Figure 2: Data streams and their selected attributes for the Topics Observatory

V. DATA DRIVEN COMPONENTS FOR A CROWDSOURCED
TOPICS OBSERVATORY

The proposed design for a crowdsourced topics observatory
is based on a flexible data schema model which involves
specific sub components that are inter-connected but each with
its own data schema used for storing its data filtering process
results. All of the available components are detailed in the next
subsection.

Figure 1: A sample of Twitter’s JSON data object

The Twitter’s JSON object contains (more than 150
attributes. However, only a small subset of these attributes is
typically useful for any filtering process. In the proposed work
we follow a flexible approach by using simple attributes with
October 2020 Vol.20 No.1

A. Topic Observatory components
The topics observatory components focus on content
visualization (Wordclouds, Locations, Topic Modelling),
influential content identification (Top Posts, Top URLs,
Influencers) and discovery of crowdsourced open-licensed
media related with a specific thematic (Repositories).
Wordclouds
The Wordclouds component is proposed and designed to
visualize the most frequent hashtags and terms in the collected
IEEE Intelligent Informatics Bulletin
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data. Word clouds for both terms and hashtags are calculated on
a frequent (e.g. daily) basis, for each keyword category. The
results are stored in a JSON document, which contains only
limited and necessary attributes. The data schema of the word
clouds results is presented in Fig. 3 and includes the following
attributes:

Figure 3: Wordclouds data schema

•
•
•
•
•
•

Timestamp from [tweets with timestamp equal or
higher than]
Timestamp to [tweets with timestamp lower than]
Language
Keyword category (which category of keywords is
responsible for collecting this tweet)
All terms in this period and their frequency
All hashtags in this period and their frequency

The terms and hashtags attribute actually represent a key –
value pair, where the key is the term or hashtag and the value is
the number of appearances of the specific term/attribute in this
date range. The “timestamp from” – “timestamp to” period
specify the duration of the analysis (e.g. they would vary 1 day
if all word clouds are calculated in a daily basis). When a user
performs a query for a certain date range, the system returns an
aggregation of all the documents within this period. For
example, if a user requests for the word clouds in the date range
of July 1st – July 15th, the hashtags and terms word clouds
included in the documents that are within this date range sum
up and a final word cloud with all the hashtags and terms is
generated. In general, the proposed schema of these attributes
is depicted in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: JSON schema for Wordclouds

•
•
•
•

Terms included in the post’s text
Keyword category (which category of keywords is
responsible for collecting this post)
Timestamp
Language

In task a) the user may have the option of selecting a keyword
category, a certain time range and a specific language, while in
task b) the user may also select a certain area in the map and
retrieve the terms and hashtags with the highest frequency in it.
The data schema used to store the results for this component has
been designed in such a way, so that a single response to task a)
also fulfills the requirements of task b) and vice versa. It is
obvious that the data schema remains the same, compared to the
one used in the Wordclouds component, with an addition of an
array that contains the geographical coordinates of the tweet
(Latitude, Longitude). The Locations data schema is described
in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Locations data schema

Topic Modelling
Topic modelling is used to extract related sub-topics under
the umbrella of a main theme. In our approach we utilized the
probabilistic topic modelling method called Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA)[Blei2003] such that the data schemas do not
store anything more than the time period in which the training
has been done, the language, the keyword category and the path
to the model that has been produced. LDA uses a bag of words
approach to transform user’s corpus into a vector of word
counts. After the post’s text is pre-processed for cleanup, a
stemming process is applied to reduce the words in their base
root. Then the training of the model occurs, while the next and
final step is the evaluation of the results. A topics-to-words
matrix for each collection is generated and the end-user can
examine the words with the highest weight inside a topic. The
component’s data schema is provided in Fig. 6.

Locations
The Locations component covers two tasks providing: a) a
map visualization of the places with the highest crowd posting
activity (such as tweeting) regarding the topic of interest and b)
information about the terms and hashtags used more frequently
in an area selected by the observatory user. For these tasks the
data schema requires the following attributes:
• Geographical coordinates (Latitude, Longitude)
• Hashtags included in the post (if available)
IEEE Intelligent Informatics Bulletin
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accumulative manner (e.g. two months, three months, etc.).
This process runs periodically in the back-end part of the
designed crowdsourcing observatory. The results of the
influencer identification process follow the next data schema
(see Fig. 8):

Figure 6: Topic Modelling data schema

Top Posts and Top URLs
The proposed topic observatory also includes a component
which produces a list with the most propagated URLs (included
in social media posts) and a list of the top posts (based on the
number of retweets in the case of Twitter). The official Twitter
JSON document contains an object called “entities” which
includes potential URLs added to the original tweet. A process
running in the back-end keeps track of the URLs posted each
day. Following a similar approach to the one demonstrated in
the Wordclouds component, the results of the Top URLs use
the data schema depicted in Fig. 7.

Figure 8: Influencers data schema

The data schema includes the following attributes:
• Timestamp from
• Timestamp to
• Language
• Keyword category
• List of identified influencers
Repositories

Figure 7: Top URLs data schema

The top_urls is supported by a key-value pairs array, where
key is the URL and the value is the number of appearances in
the time period defined by the timestamp from to the timestamp
to values. The official Twitter JSON document also contains a
retweeted_status object containing, amongst others, an attribute
that counts the number of times the original post has been
retweeted. Following the same methodology described earlier
in the Top URLs component we end up with a similar schema
for the Top Posts, with the only difference in the case of Twitter
being that the “number of retweets” is calculated in a
cumulative manner. Thus, instead of storing each occurrence
we only store the highest to avoid duplicates.
Influencers
The Influencers component is designed to identify the top k
(top 100 for example) influencers in a given crowdsourced
dataset. To discover these users, a social graph model is
proposed based on several metadata (such as the retweets,
mentions and replies) among all users for whose posts been
collected. To generate a social graph that can produce reliable
results regarding the detection of expert users, a large number
of nodes and edges is enabled. Thus, the influencer detection
algorithm runs for a period of time (e.g. one month) and in an
October 2020 Vol.20 No.1

In this component various media streams, associated with the
specific thematic under examination and knowledge extracted
previously, are captured and presented to the end-users in real
time utilizing the official APIs of the respective services. Social
media platforms such as Thingiverse (hosting open 3D printer
designs) and Flickr (photos sharing) are utilized. Additionally,
an Instagram crawler locates posts associated with predefined
hashtags. These hashtags are associated with activities that are
immediately linked with the thematic of interest for the
observatory offering handpicked high-quality content to the
user.
B. Topic Observatory Open API
To further facilitate the use of the proposed topic observatory
and strengthen its interoperability, an open API is designed and
implemented exploiting REST API technologies. Registered
users of the observatory are able to make calls to this open
crowdsourcing API and receive the information in response to
their request. The user is enabled to make API calls to certain
endpoints of the API and retrieve a JSON object, according to
the called endpoint. Figure 9 presents all available endpoints
and the description of the retrieved JSON object response
provided back to the caller.
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Figure 10: Tagcloud for the plastic innovations category
Figure 9: Crowdsourcing API endpoints

Our endpoints were semantically mapped based on the social
media data that users would like access to. All the endpoints
follow a structure that can be easily matched by the user to the
corresponding developed components of the observatory. For
example:
• /api/v1/twitter/top-urls
•

/api/v1/flickr/top-photos

•

/api/v1/thingiverse/top-things

Since the present work handles social media data which are
semi-structured and not model-centric, there was not a need for
complex frameworks with various drivers and tools built-in.
Instead we opted for a lightweight solution ensuring high
performance and flexibility. Therefore, the development of the
API was completed using Python’s Flask with the Flask-Restful
extension.
VI. EXPERIMENTATION ON A SOCIAL INNOVATION PLATFORM
The proposed components have been developed and tested
under a topics observatory platform which focuses on the
sensitive issue of plastic waste revaluation, aiming to promote
collective awareness and social innovation. Indicative datasets
outcomes are presented next with a focus on the topics related
with plastic pollution and reuse.

Figure 11: Tagcloud for the plastic pollution category

The observatory allows users to chose all the desired
parameters (date range, collections, language) present in the
data schema of the Wordclouds component to output the
requested visualizations. Moreover, users can proceed with
selecting words of their interest that are present in the generated
cloud to explore the top social media posts that contain those
terms (see Fig. 12). Thus, exploiting an interlink between
various components, Wordclouds and Top Posts in this case,
that encourages further user engagement and awareness.

Wordclouds
Figures 10-11 showcase some results from the wordclouds
visualizations regarding plastic innovations and plastic
pollution from prosts in Twiteer in a two month period.

Figure 12: Interconnection between Wordclouds & Top Posts

Locations
IEEE Intelligent Informatics Bulletin
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Social media posts collected in the Locations sub component
originate from users that share either their exact or approximate
location or they state their location in their social network
profile. In our case, where Twitter is utilized as data source,
tweets that can not be associated with any geographical
information are discarded. The total number of tweets collected,
along with their geo-information grouped at city level, is
aggregated and the results are displayed over a world map
where users can pan and zoom in real time (Fig. 13). Again,
users can define all the parameters (date range, collections,
language) present in the data schema of the Locations
component to generate the desired output.
Figure 15: Identified topics from the plastic machines collection

Figure 13: Dynamic map displaying terms density over geographical regions

This module can also interact with the Worldclouds
component when a user selects a specific geographical region
on the map to view the popular terms and hashtags of that
location (Fig. 14).

Figure 14: Tag cloud generated for a user selected geographical region

Topic Modelling
In this component users will gain an overview of the social
media content and what they should expect to find in each of
the available collections. After selecting the collection, they are
interested in, they can explore the discovered topics in an
interactive graph that also displays information regarding the
frequency of the terms for each topic structured in a histogram
(Figures 15-16). Topic Modelling covers the entire time span of
the collected social media data.
1

Figure 16: Identified topics from the plastic products collection

In Fig. 15 the prevailing identified topic of the plastic
machines collection includes terms related with 3D printers and
Snapmaker 1 , popular among the makers community supercompact 3-in-1 machine supporting 3D printing, laserengraving and CNC carving. These results are highly correlated
with the discovered topic since 3D printing is one of the most
used technology in plastic upcycling.For the plastic products
collection the most significant topic is related with single-use
products like plastic bags, straws and cups (Fig. 16). Single-use
plastics, or disposable plastics, are a major concern in the
discussion surrounding plastic pollution since their useful
lifecycle is very short and they end-up in the environment as
plastic waste really quick.
Top Posts
The quality of social media content can be tracked by
filtering out posts based on other users’ interactions. For
Twitter, these interactions refer to the number of times a post
has been retweeted, replied or marked as favorite. To select the
top collected tweets, a ranking by retweets, favorites and replies
count is performed and presented to users (Fig. 17).

https://snapmaker.com/
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Figure 17: Top posts by retweets in the plastic pollution collection

The displayed top posts are also associated with the
discovered topics from the Topic Modelling component.
Pressing the buttons under each post will transfer the user to the
respective identified topic for further exploration of the
correlated terms under the specific topic.
Top URLs
Since social media posts often contain web links, these are
also filtered by calculating their appearance frequency in the
collections of every month and then sorted in descending order
to determine the top URLs (Fig. 18).

Figure 19: Top influencers regarding plastic pollution by NetShield

Repositories
The following Figures 20-23, contain examples of related
external media content that is discovered and presented to the
users via the crowdsourced observatory. For Thingiverse
poplar, featured and new open 3d printer designs can be
displayed while for Flickr users are asked to select one of the
top hashtags, as determined by the observatory, or provide their
own to discover related photos.

Figure 18: Top URLs in the plastic innovations collection

Influencers
This component supports the detection of influencers (users
that diffuse information related to the subject of interest more
efficiently throughout the network) among the Twitter social
network using either the NetShield algorithm [Tong10] or the
betweenness centrality metric [Kitsak10]. Users select the
criteria they prefer (time period monthly based, collection,
language and algorithm) and are presented with a list of the
most influencing Twitter accounts (Fig. 19).
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Figure 20: Popular open 3d printer designs from Thingiverse
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Figure 21: Flickr photos related with the #worldoceansday hashtag

Posts with predefined hashtags related with the observatory’s
thematic are collected and visualized through the Instagram
feed (Fig. 22).
Figure 22: Instagram feed page

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In the present work appropriate data schemas and a flexible
and effective data model have been specified in order to
successfully incorporate crowdsourced content from
heterogenous social media sources. The presented documentbased data model has allowed us to address challenges due to
the high volume and velocity of social media data and has been
exploited successfully towards the developing of a
crowdsourced topics observatory. This dynamic observatory,
that utilizes interactive visualization and advanced topic
modelling methods, supports effectively multiple social media
data schemas under a single thematic. Emphasis was placed to
the design of the data schemas to successfully describe the
unstructured social media content and users’ interaction in
social networks while allowing for efficient interoperability
with the observatory’s visualization applications. The finetuned combination of the available social media resources
under various appropriately adapted approaches allows to
efficiently capture the dynamics, trends and patterns relevant
with the given thematic, depending on an initial set of keywords
and a given hierarchy. The implementation of a streamlined
user interface with advanced visualizations offers a high-level
experience and customization capabilities where the user is able
to explore and delve into the collective intelligence of the crowd
offered.
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